
Week 3  
Sensual 

Liberation



Sensuality is a gift. And as woman, we are inherently connected to our Sensual Power. We learn 

at a young age the Power that is available to us through our Sensual nature, but we also learn 

the consequences. We know we want to be seen, but we pick up on the fact that being Sensual 

comes with a price. It comes with being shamed, misunderstood, or taken advantage of. We 

learn to mask and hide our flirtation, to shrink and disguise our desires in order to be Safe. 

We learn from a young age that being ourselves is not quite accepted.  

This week is dedicated to the unmasking. We are going to Liberate the Sensual Nature that 

women have been shamed into hiding. We are going to reconnect to our Sensual Selves. 

Opening the door to being Seen. We are going to change the story. We are going to soar in our 

Sensual Power, Unlock our starving Goddess, and Create a Safe Haven with in.  

We are going to change the way we look at Sensuality, and change the way we look at 

ourselves.  As women, we are being called forward. It is time that we come and share our Gifts 

with the world, and it is also time that we receive. So much of our Sensual Nature is being an 

equal recipient. Taking just as much as we give. This is foreign to most Powerful Women. But a 

big part of this Magick is giving from the Heart, to others & to Ourselves. And receiving this 

affection and love openly. Letting go of the barriers & layers we put up to "protect" ourselves, 

and knowing we are fierce and strong in our ability to be soft. Sensuality is said to be the pursuit 

of Pleasure. But the Divine Feminine knows Sensuality is the act of Allowing Pleasure. 



Any experience can be Sensual. From being in nature, to having sex, to eating food, to 

meditating. Sensuality is a way of applying yourself to life. Breaking down the word Sensuality, 

you will find that there are 2 very distinct parts: Sense & ality. "ality" is a suffix that refers to 

the reality of something. The dictionary definition of Sense is "a faculty by which the body 

perceives an external stimulus; one of the faculties of sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch." 

So, Sensuality is the Reality of living through the Senses. Allowing your Life to be an 

experience of sensations. This can be sexual, of course. But Sensuality is not inherently about 

sex. But instead about creating a Life full of senses. This is one of the most grounding & 

Liberating practices you can apply yourself to. When you are focusing on engaging your Senses, 

you are dropping deep into the present moment. You are shifting the way you are looking at the 

world, and you are opening yourself up to the expansive possibility of pleasure. You begin to 

shift your focus from the external world to the internal world, the realm of our Power.  

Sensuality is a tool, and it is also a Practice. We each have a different way of showing up in the 

world, different ways of showing & receiving love, and of course, different ways of expressing 

our Sensual Nature. When you are clear on your Sensual languages, you will feel more 

comfortable with them. And expressing your Sensuality will become natural, again. Think back 

to when you were a child. How did you express your sensual nature? Were you flirty, or maybe a 

little "feely," or maybe obsessed with smells. These are all clues to your Sensual Language.



Answer these questions to help you understand your Sensual Language & how you can embody 

your Sensual Nature. Of course we are all a combination of all senses & they all play a role in 

how we interact with the World. But this will help you begin to get a better idea of your unique 

way of showing up. As you being to accept who you are, your Sensual Nature will grow. 

 How do you crave your home / sacred space to feel? 

What senses are involved with these feelings?

When you are feeling down, what can you count on to cheer you up? (food, music, baths, 

meditation, creating dancing, shopping, watching a movie, etc.) What senses are involved?



What helps you feel loved, or what do you reach for when 

you're feeling lonely? (human connection, affirmations, being held, 

drinking coffee, sunshine, etc.) 

 What senses are involved?

What parts of your ritual are non-negotiable for you? (favorite breakfast, scalp massage, 

journaling, fave show at night time, using essential oils, etc.) What senses are involved?



How do you express yourself to others, or show them intimate parts of 

you? (communication, gifts, sharing art/music, cooking for them, etc.) 

What senses are involved?

When do you feel most at peace in Life, in general? 

(when organized, when on a schedule, when having fun, connecting with others, getting in  

nature, etc) What senses are involved?



*** Watch the video about creating Sacred Space. See what areas of your room you can 

change to create a sanctuary. Give yourself creative freedom to express yourself, and your 

Truth  as deeply as you desire. Another area to look at is how you are dressing, and how your 

clothes reflect your sensuality. Listen to the Self Expression Audio and answer these 

questions***

In what ways do I try to hide myself?

How can I give myself permission 

 to fully Self Express? 

*** Journal Prompt: In what ways can I show up and express myself? 

How have I been craving to be express myself? Have I been reflecting my Truth? 

Create a road map to expressing your Truth.



To prepare for the Sensual Self Care ritual, I want you to let go of any expectations. Let go of 

who you expect yourself to be, how you expect yourself respond, how you expect yourself to 

feel... and make room for your inner knowing. Make space to just BE yourself, in this moment, 

with out any previous judgments of who you have been. Making room for the Truth that is 

active in you at this moment, to come in fully. When thoughts of the past or future enter your 

mind, let them go. Imagine them as a balloon you are releasing it into the wind, and come back 

to your present Truth. "I am whole now." 

The most important thing to remember, is to give yourself the space to let your Truth come 

through. Be vulnerable with yourself... Let yourself be vulnerable with yourself.  

What you want from yourself, the way your body craves to move, the way you crave to express 

yourself- is perfect. The ONLY thing that separates you from perfection is your own judgments 

placed on yourself, by yourself.  When you remove the judgment, you simply just ARE. You are 

living, breathing, creating, existing. As a piece of Divine consciousness.. as yourself.  

Sensuality is Art of the Soul. It is you breathing your Truth into the physical. Putting animation 

into feelings. Allowing sensation to take form. It is beautiful. And like all Art, there is no "right" 

or "wrong" way to express your Art. And the closer to your Truth & Authenticity you can allow 

yourself to express, the more meaningful & impactful your Art will feel. The further away from 

your Truth, the more chaotic and unsure you will feel. Pay attention to your body cues and 

messages. Your body Wisdom will guide you to your Truth. 



*** Listen to the "Unlock My Truth" guided mediation, and then answer these questions***

 What messages does my body give me?

How can I best support myself on the  

journey to living my Truth?

What is my most prevalent 

current Truth?



When we become comfortable with our Sensual Nature, it makes self expression so much 

easier. We stop second guessing our instincts, and begin accepting our Truth. We begin to feel 

the ease and flow that comes with living in alignment with our True Essence. We make room 

for our Intuition to guide us, because we are listening and expressing. Sensuality is much 

deeper than touch. It is allowing our feelings to flow. Things that once seemed difficult, may 

begin to flow easier. Ways of seeing yourself or others may begin to change. This is the Power 

of acceptance. When you can look at yourself in the eyes, and allow yourself to BE, with out 

judgment for who you have been- you are granted access to the Gift that is YOU. And that is 

where the true magick is.  

 

*** Do the "Sacred Sensual Self Care Ritual," and then Journal over the prompt: 

 

 Can I Allow Myself to be Powerful? 
What does POWER mean to me?



Goddess Energy 
Goddess Energy is Permission.  

The Goddess softens. She smooths and soothes. She is Strong, and she is vulnerable. She 

moves like water, and burns like fire. She plants herself firmly in her Truth, and she allows like 

the wind. She is elegant.. and she is dirty. The Goddess is Powerful, because she defines Power 

for herself. The Goddess can be any aspect of Self that is coming from our place of Truth. 

The Goddess allows what is of the Highest to BE. She allows each of us to have our own 

process, while encouraging our Growth. She doesn't want to change or "fix," but to expand and 

evolve. Goddess Energy is connection to our most Powerful Self.  

She comes through with wisdom. She is our Teacher, our Intuition, our Knowing. 

The Goddess Energy with in is always accessible. You may feel her in times of confidence or 

reward. Maybe you feel her when you are doing what you love, or Creating for the love of 

Creating. She can come through in moments of stillness. But we have access to this Energy in 

each moment. To embody the Goddess Energy, we have to feel worthy of the Power that this 

Energy brings. We have to be rooted in Truth & really expressing our essence. 

We are the Goddess.  

 



Goddess Energy 
The first step to really begin to feel connected to the Goddess is to allow yourself to be your 

TRUE & full self. This is a process, ad every single thing we cover in this course is going to help 

you achieve this. Another huge factor is simply setting the Intention. Every single morning, 

call forward your Inner Goddess. Invite her to step forward. Set the Intention of living in your 

Power, and being your Truest Self. Getting out in Nature, and feeling the abundant, generous, 

loving Energy of Mother Nature, the Divine Goddess, is an amazing way to connect to this 

energy. Feel her actively surging through you. Look for aspects of yourself reflected back to 

you through your experience with nature. 

Open you Heart, and look with ALL of your senses, not just your eyes. 

One of the most important aspects of Goddess Energy, is how unique it is to each one of us. The 

way you interpret & feel this Energy in your own life is Intimate for YOU. Trust yourself, and 

allow you to experience the Goddess in whatever way is natural for you. Only you know when 

you are truly connecting to this beautiful Energy. 

 

 *listen to the Invoking Goddess Energy audio clip*



Sacred Practices:

Week 3 Sum Up:
We dedicated this week to awakening & discovering our inner Sensual Goddess. Hopefully you 

feel alive, connected, and more in touch with yourself. We opened the door way to Intuition, 

Truth, and our Power as a Sensual Being. We discovered the Truth of Sensuality, and how it 

can be a bridge to our Empowerment and help us create a life filled with presence. We also 

discussed how important it is to allow yourself to be fully Expressive, and how this is a key 

component of really being in alignment with your Inner Goddess. I hope you feel Empowered 

& excited to be YOU! The more you discover and find ways you feel most inspired to be 

yourself, and allow yourself to fully express, the more aligned your life will become. Enjoy the 

journey & let yourself SHINE!

1. invoke your Inner Goddess every morning, connect to this energy actively 
2. Connect to your body & nature everyday. 

3. Give yourself Permission to Self Express, no matter what it looks like. 


